
SL C600 EVOLUTION
Lower CO2 self-levelling 

compound



Lower CO2
footprint
The positive impact you 

can have.

*



In a world of choices, each one matters! At Bostik, we 
are committed to providing you with more sustainable 
products. This is why, we are always on the lookout for 
better ways to do things: sourcing good materials, fostering 
a more environmentally conscious and safe production 
and meeting high health standards.

What if you 
had a choice?



Meet SL C600 EVOLUTION, a lower 
CO2 self levelling compound that’s 
about to change the game. It is 
crafted from two low CO2 cements 
contributing to a remarkable 
reduction in CO2 emissions of 60% 
compared to a generic EPD*.

To give you an example, using SL 
C600 EVOLUTION for a 1000m² 
project saves 1.5 tonnes of CO2, 
this is like running a car on 
gasoline over 5800km. Quite 
impressive, right?

The positive impact 
you can have…

* A1-A3, based on specifi c EPD N° S-P-13002 in comparison 
with generic N° EPD-DBC-20220217-IBF1-EN
** TVOC levels after 28 days ≤ 60 µg/m3

-60 %*



We are not stopping there! We’re also 
committed to minimal TVOC levels 
and greater product durability, making 
sustainable products the easy choice 
for you.

SL C600 EVOLUTION showcases very 
low TVOC levels** achieving the highest 
class EMICODE® EC1PLUS which defi nes 
the limit of what is technically feasible 
today.

and your health

We are also cutting on fossil energy use. Our SL C600 
EVOLUTION manufacturing process is close to CO2 neutral 
as our factory is 100% powered by wind energy  produced 
at Lindø Port with >3MW onshore wind turbines. It  takes 
approximately 0.24 KWh to produce 1 kg of SL C600 
EVOLUTION, that’s 4,88 KWh per bag.

… on the 
environment



There's more!

WALK ON 
TIME

THICKNESS

EXCELLENT FLOW

EASY TO MIX

GOOD LEVELLING 
PROPERTIES

 (depending on room 
conditions)



FULL SYSTEM ALLOWING:

Easier application

Higher yield

Lower carbon footprint

*** This applies to STIX A600 EVOLUTION for the same quantity 
in weight of a standard soft fl oor adhesive
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